
Statement of Purpose 

It gives me pleasure to introduce myself to you, I am Mouza Hareb Sayah Saeed Almansoori. I was 

born and raised in The United Arab Emirates. My country is known for its desserts. Being raised by a 

Badawi family I have lived almost all my life between the hills of sand and that had taught me a lot of 

skills.  

One of those skills is outcoming every hardship, my life hasn’t been easy just like everyone. Life had 

given me so many lessons and hardships. During every single one I’ve come across, I remember how 

the hills have been challenging me in my childhood I used to run through the sand with the need of 

exploring this huge desert rushing through my head like an electrical shock. Every time I try to do 

that I would face hills of sand, and when I do I immediately think of climbing it but that was never 

easy. The hills were hard to climb and were exhausting, but one thing about me I surely never gave 

up on climbing them because I always knew that on top of that hill was a beautiful sunset waiting for 

me.  

That story always comes to my mind whenever I face a hard time, and I’ve never been “a natural” I 

had to work for what I had. And that implies to my marks, that I had worked so hard to achieve and 

keep you can see how my hard work paid off by comparing my GPA for the grades: 10th and 11th. 

How low it was during grade 10, and how high it became at the end of grade 11. And that’s exactly 

how I overcome everything I face; I work hard for it even if it was frustrating and overwhelming 

because I know that at the end of that journey are astonishing results. if I wanted something I would 

work for it and achieve it. It isn’t easy, nothing is. But one thing about me I’m a hard worker with so 

much hope and a big future vision. 

My future vision includes studying in a respectful and deeply rooted country like the United 

Kingdom. It has been in my vision ever since I opened my eyes to the world. I admire and respect the 

way this country had developed everything and the amount of knowledge that it carries. I wish and 

hope to be able to carry some of that knowledge with me back to my country to help develop this 

aspect of it. It would be my pleasure to do that using the knowledge that your respected university 

carries.  

Why King's College London  

Due King College London ranking and mensioned factors i choose to study in King’ College. King’s is 
ranked seventh in the UK according to The Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2022, 
King’s is ranked seventh in the UK for graduate employability*, Once you graduate from King’s you 
will automatically become a member of our 194,000-strong global alumni network. You’ll also have 
the opportunity to network with King’s alumni in London to advance your career while studying 
here, London location 

Why Biomedical Engineering BEng 

Due to subject specialization I found to study at King’s College London – Subjects like Computer 
Programming, Human Anatomy & Physiology, Biomedical Engineering, Mechanics for Biomedical 
Engineering, Signal and Image Processing, Computational Applied Biomathematics, BEng Research 
Project Mechatronics want to study offered subjects hence choose to study at Kings college London  

Regards  
Mouza Hareb Sayah Saeed Almansoori 
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